Introduction
The recent experimental observations of open flavour mesonic states at charm sector have provided a boost to the theoretical attempts towards the understanding of the dynamics of light quarks in the company of heavy flavour quarks. The colour confinement of quarks is understood in terms of multi-gluon exchange processes at the non-perturbative regime of the hadronic size and it is not feasible to compute theoretically from the QCD first principles. The lattice QCD methods, QCD sum rules and potential models etc. are thus being employed to study the hadronic properties. Though lattice calculations are based on ab-initio method at some excited at some extent, it requires huge computing power and thus limited to the study of hadrons properties mainly to the ground states and few cases where excited states are being studied. In this context, other theoretical models particularly to potential models become a tool to study the properties of hadrons. The masses of heavy-light system for low-lying 1S and 1P J states of D and D s mesons are known from experiment [1] . Recently, many new resonances of D and D s systems such as
are also reported by different experimental groups [2, 3, 4, 5] . But very few of them are comparable with the existing theoretical predictions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . In this context, these newly discovered states are very important for theorists to fine tune their models for better understanding of the Qq dynamics.
Methodology
In the present study, we assume that the constituent quarks in a meson core is independently confined by an average potential of the form
To a first approximation, the confining part of the interaction is believed to provide the zeroth-order quark dynamics inside the meson through the quark Lagrangian density
The solution of Dirac equation resulting from the Lagrangian can be written as two component (positive and negative energies in the zeroth order) form as
Here, N nl j is the overall normalization constant, and Y l jm (r) are the solid spherical harmonics and is expressed in terms of the spinor wave functions χ Table 1 below. 
The Decay constant of the charm flavored mesons
Following the procedure adopted by [13] the decay constant can be expressed through the meson wave function ψ(p) in the momentum space as
where [14] 246 ± 6 LQCD [15] 260.1 ± 10.8 LFQM [16] 264.5 ± 17.5 BSM [17] 248 ± 27
and
The computed values are listed in Table 2 and 3.
The branching ratio of the leptonic decays of D and D s mesons
Charged mesons produced from a quark and anti-quark can decay to charged lepton pair via a virtual W ± boson. The theoretical predications are very clean due to the absence of hadrons in the final state. The total leptonic width of D and D s mesons are given by [18, 10, 11] Table 4 . [4] . The expected results of other S-wave excited states of D and D s meson are in accordance with the other results [8, 9] . The decay constant of D meson 216 MeV and D s meson 235 MeV are also in agreement with the LQCD [15] result and with the QCD sum rule result [14] respectively. The predicted leptonic branching ratios of the D s meson are in excellent agreement with the experimental results over other theoretical predictions [19] .
